Making the Switch to Solar
2021 ® Adam & Catherine Tunks ® East Dallas

Why Solar?
We had been passively curious about solar power for years. Anytime
Catherine saw panels, she thought to herself, “Man, I should look
into that…”, but never did… When friends David Gray and Nancy
Bateman had solar panels installed, Catherine was really intrigued
(it’s always more accessible when someone you know does it, right?).
We love the idea of using a renewable resource for energy.

How Did You Choose an Installer?
Adam received a cold call – ha! – from Momentum Solar. He
scheduled a meeting with our specialist to hear the pitch. Before we
sat down with him, Catherine reached out David and Nancy about
their experience. David shared his written testimonial, which
provided some helpful details about their experience, as well as
pricing, which gave us a frame of reference for the pricing we would
hear at the Momentum Solar presentation. Adam also asked some
other friends about what they’d found in terms of systems and
pricing.

Nancy’s Facebook post that got
Catherine excited about solar power!

What Convinced You to Make the Switch?
We really like the Momentum Solar panel system. Several factors
made a lot of sense about their product:
• The solar panels include a warranty of 25 years
• This system uses a parallel system, so each panel has its own
inverter (rather than the panels being connected in series)
o

This prevents a large wire, carrying a large voltage load,
from running into your house

• The positioning and roof structure of our house is such that we
could install the number of panels required to provide the
amount of power we typically use, so our yearly power expense
should be about net zero.

We went with Momentum Solar
www.momentumsolar.com

• We were able to pay upfront, rather than financing the system.
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How Did Installation Go?
Once we signed the contract, everything went very
smoothly (be sure to look over the timeline of our
experience below). At our initial presentation, when we
decided to purchase, we booked a date within a few
days for the “site assessment”, in which their tech came
out to walk around on our roof and take exact
measurements in order to finalize our panel installation
plan. Within ten days of the site assessment,
Momentum Solar had finalized our installation plan,
submitted it to the City of Dallas for permitting, and
received the permit – and our panels were installed 16
days after we signed the contract. (Wow!) The
installation itself took less than a day – they arrived at
9:00am, and were finished with installation and testing
by 2:45pm. Four days later, the city came out to inspect
the installation. Finally, Oncor reprogrammed our
meter, we switched to a solar buy-back electricity plan
with Reliant (which was already our electricity provider),
and then our panels were “energized” – 26 days after
we signed the contract!

How Much Do You Hope to Save?
Our specialist asked for our last electricity bill when
we first sat down with him. While he introduced us to
their system, staff in the office looked at our past
year’s electricity usage, and then a satellite image of
our home, to determine how many panels would
provide the amount of power we typically use, and
whether our roof could accommodate those panels.
We were able to install 24 panels, an 8.16kW system,
to provide power of just over 11,000 kWh per year.
Ideally, now that we’ve bought the panels, we should
have net zero yearly electricity expenses.
It’s been fun to watch the Enphase app to see how
much power our panels have produced. The app also
shows currency and other equivalents.

How Did You Decide to Finance?

Solar Investment Tax Credit (ITC) was just
extended for two years!
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Momentum Solar offers 2.99% financing, at a fixed rate
across the 25-year warranty of the panels. We prefer
not to finance money when we can avoid it, so decided
to invest savings in purchasing the panels for cash up
front. In doing this, we were able to negotiate the price
down quite a bit. It is also worth noting that for 2021
and 2022, there is a 26% tax credit. (It is expected that
this will be applied toward the financing package, if that
option is selected. As we paid cash, this will be a nice
refund next year, which will help recoup our savings.)
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Timeline of our Solar Panel Experience
Wednesday, March 10 Initial Meeting with Solar Specialist
We sat down with our Solar Specialist to hear what Momentum Solar has to
offer. During his presentation, office staff used our last electric bill and satellite
imagery of our house to determine the recommended number of solar panels
for our solar system.
• We appreciate that our Specialist is unafraid to tell you if solar is not a
good fit for your home (due to positioning, shade trees, etc.).
We decided to invest in our 8.16kW, 24-panel system, and opted to pay cash
up front.
We also scheduled our site assessment.

Saturday, March 13 Site Assessment
(Three days from start)

A technician from Momentum Solar spent about 90 minutes on our roof and in
our attic space to take measurements in order to finalize the specific design for
our panel system. Upon his departure, he notified us that Momentum would
finalize our design within 3-5 business days, then submit required
documentation to the City of Dallas for a permit to install.
In the meantime, Catherine downloaded the Momentum Solar app, which
allowed us to track the progress of our system.

Monday, March 22 City Permit Requested
(Twelve days from start)

Catherine had a minor issue with downloading the app, so followed up with
our Specialist about this and the progress of our system. Momentum had
already finalized the design and submitted a permit request by this point.

Friday, March 26 Installation
(Sixteen days from start)

Momentum Solar crew arrived at 9:00am (exactly as scheduled) to begin
installation. They worked outside and in our attic space until 2:30pm, when
they cleaned up and showed us the elements of what was installed, including
photos from the roof.

Tuesday, March 30 City Inspection
(Twenty days from start)

Momentum Solar notified us on Monday that the City Inspection appointment
had been scheduled for Tuesday, and that a Momentum Solar tech would be
on-site for the inspection. The City of Dallas gave an appointment window of
8am to 4pm; the Momentum Solar tech arrived at 8am, let us know he would
be in his car outside (especially appreciated during the pandemic) until the
inspector arrived.

Friday, April 2 Oncor Reprogrammed Power Meter
(Twenty-three days from start)

We did not purchase batteries, so our system is tied to the Oncor grid with a bidirectional power meter. We use power collected by our panels; any excess
then goes to the Oncor grid and our meter rolls backwards, applying a credit to
our account. When we are not collecting power, we draw from the Oncor grid
and our meter rolls forward as usual.

Monday, April 5 Electricity Plan Changed and Panels Energized!
(Twenty-six days from start)
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Reliant was our existing electricity provider, so simply called to switch our plan
to a solar buy-back plan. The cost to us for energy is 12.5¢/kWh, and their buyback rate is also 12.5¢/kWh. Meanwhile, a Momentum Solar tech came to our
house to power up our panels, and we were officially solar powered!
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